QuickTIPS
MUSIC MEMORY
PRODUCT AVAILABILITY: Synergy Devices

*i2400, i2000, and i1600 devices only

The Music Memory is a dedicated memory designed to enhance sound
quality for patients who spend time listening to music. It complements
the Auto Music feature to form Music Enhancement, a suite of features
designed to improve music sound quality in a variety of environments.
Fitting and evaluation of the Music Memory are subjective. Make
adjustments based on patient feedback regarding music sound quality.
It is recommended to play music at the patient’s preferred listening level
while adjusting the Music Memory for best fitting results. Select the Media
Player on the top tool bar, then Music, then select desired Audio File, or
play music from patient’s personal music device.
1. Launch Inspire X, then connect and detect hearing devices. Refer to
the Initial Fitting Protocol QuickTIPs for more information.
2. Select QuickFit on the left navigation bar.

Devices feature a dedicated music
memory, including:
-Compression architecture designed
and optimized to enhance music
sound quality
-Fitting rationale for music, focusing
on providing audibility for soft music
and transparent sound quality for
loud music
-Inspire software adjustments
tailored for music

MUSIC MEMORY
1. Select memory 2, 3, and/or 4, select the memory drop-down arrow,
then select Music to program the Music Memory in one or more of
the memory slots.
2. Select the Music EQ Controls on the QuickFit screen to adjust the
Music Memory to the patient’s preference. Adjustments include:
»
»
»
»

All Hz
Bass
Mid
Treble

3. Select Fine Tuning on the left navigation bar or from the QuickFit
screen to access more channel-specific and input level-specific
adjustments, if desired.
4. Reference Loud and Soft Music Equalizers to view Music Memory
settings.
5. Select + Bass, Mid, and/or Treble to expand channel ranges.
6. Select the << expansion arrow to collapse the left navigation bar and
enable full-screen viewing of adjustments.
7. Select channels and input levels to adjust, then select up and/or
down arrows.

QuickFit Music Controls

Loud and Soft Music Equalizers

